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INTRODUCTIONS 

• AC:  Has CDs w/ papers on the subject of the Iverson-Gardner reports (as 
presented in previous meeting).  She has a few hard copies as well.  They called 
Cheryl to get a Jay Watch going in Palm Beach county.   

• Coalition for Wilderness Islands gave CM a plaque recognizing her contributions. 
 
PRESENTATIONS 

 
Under What Conditions Will Scrub Burn? 

Steve Morrison (TNC) 
 

Often, scrub doesn’t burn, and it is almost as expensive to show up and not burn.  So how 
do you choose what days to burn? The Scrub Myth:  to get scrub to burn you need high 
wind and low relative humidity (RH).  Scrub burns very well with high winds and low 



RH, but scrub often burns very well with low winds in moderate RH.  Scrub doesn’t have 
to burn with high intensity.  For example, sand pines can be killed with heat, not just with 
a crown fire.  Steve looked at on-site fire weather for 31 scrub burns from three sites.  He 
attempted to correlate burn success with environmental variables.  There was no seasonal 
trend for successful scrub burns (all were between March and October).  There was no 
apparent correlation between fire success and RH, wind speed, live fuel moisture, or 
drought index.  None of the measured parameters alone was the key to when scrub would 
burn.  THINK “DROUGHTINESS.”  Scrub needs to be dry, and none of these 
parameters capture that. In general, if scrub is dry enough, it will burn Number of days 
since the last rain may be the best indicator of when scrub will burn, but this varies with 
season.  Typically, scrub gets dry through 1 week or more without rain in winter, spring, 
or fall.  It can take as few as 2 days without rain in intense summer sun.  Time of day can 
be an important factor.   Scrub tends to become drier as the day goes along, so scrub that 
did not burn in the morning can often burn in the afternoon. Sometimes scrub resists 
burning until 3:00 pm. 
“Droughtiness” is critical, and litter is the crucial fuel.  The litter layer must be dry to get 
a fire up into the live branches.  If you’re a land manager, get to know your litter!  
Palmetto is quite important as a volatile fuel, so mechanical treatments that reduce 
palmetto cover may decrease the flammability of scrub. 
The challenge is to learn to recognize when it’s dry enough to burn…and to be there 
when it is! 
 
Questions and Answers 

• JB:  What type of scrub do you burn? 
• SM:  We’ve burned a lot of xeric hammock, where fire has been absent for 50 yrs. 
• JB:  What about areas with fire absent 20-40 yrs? 
• SM:  I’ve been talking about shrub-dominated vegetation rather than xeric 

hammock in this presentation.  Xeric hammock is less open so wind doesn’t carry 
through. 

• AC:  Are there circumstances when you advocate cutting before burning? 
• SM: recommends treating perimeter to make it safer to burn.  It can be helpful to 

treat 20 ft to help ignite a burn.  Historically, fire used to burn uphill from 
flatwoods; momentum carried it into scrub.  There are situations where 
mechanically treating scrub is necessary due to the condition of the scrub.  
However, a lot of people treat scrub that doesn’t need to be treated.  Reasons to 
mechanically treat include… 

o Reducing long-term smoldering 
o Presence of houses 
o Scrub-jays, because dead sand pines can last 5-8 years as snags. 

 
 
Optimal management of scrub for Florida scrub-jays:  ecology, fragmentation, and 

maintaining populations into the future 
Raoul Boughton (ABS) 

 



In addition to scrub and scrubby flatwoods, scrub-jays can exist in dry prairie, 
flatwoods/seasonal ponds, sandhill (when at right time since fire), and rosemary balds.  
The structure of the habitat is the key.  Scrub-jays require a low, open structure with open 
sandy patches and < 15% tree canopy.  Jays forage in areas right after a burn, but there 
need to be unburned areas to provide nesting sites and cover.  There is a window of 
optimal habitat at 3-15 yrs (site dependent).  Overgrown vegetation leads to more time 
spent in anti-predator behavior, higher emigration rates, lowered reproductive success, 
and higher nest predation. 

 
Challenges for scrub-jay conservation include land management, legal issues, and the 

regional distribution of jays.  Severely overgrown scrub requires restoration treatments.  
After restoration treatments, maintenance burns can keep the habitat in the proper 
condition.  A good maintenance burn will not burn 100% of the habitat and will allow for 
potential refuges and nesting sites.  If an extensive fire is necessary in a small population, 
it is important to consider the regional context (i.e., are there nearby sources of 
immigration to recolonize an area?).  Mechanical treatments can bring structure down to 
where jays will use it immediately, but there are costs, including greater soil disturbance, 
reduced plant diversity, loss of snags for cavity-nesting birds, and introduced weedy 
species.  If you can afford a delay before the habitat is suitable, you can use fire without 
mechanical treatments. 

 
Jay populations have declined on managed lands since the 1992-93 survey.  Declines 

have occurred even in areas with a large amount of scrub and with many jay groups.  On 
the Lake Wales Ridge, declines have been especially steep in urban, reclaimed urban, and 
agricultural areas.  Opportunities for dispersal among areas have declined, underscoring 
that we need to work on a regional scale. 

 
For managers concerned about avoiding “take” of jays, maintenance burns tend to 

create a mosaic, leaving potential nest sites.  Managers should remember that the long 
term benefits of management outweigh short-term costs. 
 
Questions and Answers 

• TA:  FWS hasn’t heard these concerns about incidental take. 
• RB:  Doesn’t think it’s a big issue, but the way the law is written might make 

some people wary. 
• TA:  It can be easily resolved.  She has never heard of law enforcement coming 

out and causing problems.  If managers are concerned, contact FWS for technical 
assistance.  They can review the management plan.  They can give you a letter 
that protects you.  It might take a while, though.  It’s not a big scary issue, but 
FWS can give a “get out of jail free” letter. 

 
 

Linking habitat and demography to make management decisions based on 
habitat and population state 

Dave Breininger 
 



We need to embrace the uncertainties inherent in scrub management.  For example, 
the fire interval for an area depends on site-specific habitat conditions and the population 
state.  Instead of using a set fire interval, one can monitor the height of the vegetation to 
determine when to manage.  To plan and monitor management activities, it is useful to 
overlay a grid on a site.  Grid cells can be useful for determining potential population 
sizes in an area and monitoring habitat changes over time.  The grid cells are 25 acres, the 
average size of a jay territory in optimal habitat.  Looking at the state of the habitat in 
each cell allows you to manage for jays at the scale of an individual territory.  At this 
scale, optimal habitat includes a combination of medium-height (1.2-1.7 m) and short 
scrub.  The goal of management is to maximize the number of territories with optimal 
habitat.  Ideally, you could have 70% of territories w/ > 2 acres oaks (medium size), 
abundant sand, little tall vegetation, and sparse trees (< 1/acre).  

 
One can classify scrub as primary (occurring on well-drained soils), secondary (soils 

mapped as poorly drained but with scrub oak ridges), and tertiary (tiny patches of scrub 
oaks, e.g., ~30 ft across).  Jays in primary and secondary scrub have recruitment 
exceeding mortality under optimal conditions.  Jays with territories in tertiary scrub have 
mortality exceeding recruitment over time, but they can buffer populations in primary 
and secondary habitat.   

 
Monitoring is important to see if you’re achieving objectives, to distinguish among 

alternate management actions, and to determine support for alternate scientific 
hypotheses.  In this context, adaptive management refers to the process of using 
monitoring data to guide subsequent management actions at a site. 
 
Questions and Answers 

• ???:  how long does it take for jays to move back in to nearly optimal areas? 
• DB:  it depends on the details of the system. 
• RB:  It often takes 3-4 years for an area to become source following fire.  

Important point to consider:  are there jays on the periphery than can move in? 
• DB:  Re-colonization of restored areas can take no time at all to a decade.  Jays 

can breed their first year.  They can move in right after a restoration event.  But 
this depends on the size of the local population. 

• TT:  What would you do if you have jays near urban areas?  What is the most 
preferable mechanical treatment? 

• DB:  Determine what you need to do to burn it safely.  If there’s no where else for 
jays to go, find a way to go slow enough (i.e., protect some areas).  If you’re 
concerned about leaving unburned areas, it’s possible that you could create 
patches via short-term fire breaks, then burn the rest extensively.  You have to 
create ignition strips.   

• CP:  Did you say that you should use mechanical before fire? 
• DB:  You should get with fire managers and make a decision.  Some areas need 

mechanical, others don’t.  You don’t want to destroy all of the palmettos. 
• SM:  You could consider timbering.  Chipping can create problems with smoke 

due to the creation of a mulch layer.  Timbering is highly disturbing, but reduces 
fuels from the site.  Big trees can be a problem for the next scrub burn because 



they smolder for a long time.  Mechanical has so many pros and cons.  It’s a trade 
off.  Losing big trees can create fewer sand gaps because the trees burn hot. 

• DB:  trees do seem to create open sand gaps.  Reputable contractors can minimize 
the cons. 

• CF:  What is the recommended window for burning after mechanical treatments? 
• DB and SM: window is months rather than years. 

 
 

Palm Beach County Jay Watch 
Anne Cox 

 
 

Anne reported on the results of the first year of the Jay Watch program in Palm Beach 
County.  They used to have one jay remaining far south in PB county, but it didn’t show 
up in September.  The “7-11” jays can go over to Tequesta Park because it was cleared of 
sand pines after 2004 hurricanes.  A second group was at Riverside Drive near a retention 
pond.  St. Jude Park has a lot of really tall scrub with no management plan.  It’s now just 
a fire hazard, and no birds are there.  Carlin Park has 2 adults, but is very overgrown and 
full of pepper.  Juno Dunes is a large piece that does get burned by the county and had 
one jay.  Jupiter Ridge is almost all closed canopy sand pine, but they did have some jays, 
including the only juvenile seen in Palm Beach County (3 adults, 1 juv).  Jays are now 
absent from the Radnor property.   Jay Watch volunteers found only 11 birds in the 
county.  They did get people aware and got good publicity.  Gretel Sarmiento’s articles 
resulted in a reported sighting of 3 jays from Homeland, 10 miles west of range in 
western Palm Beach County.  Cynthia and others searched the area but found no jays. 
 
Questions and Answers 

• ???:  Would it be better to spend the money used for monitoring to translocate the 
Palm Beach birds?  We need to consider relocation. 

• AC:  Some areas would like to have birds back (e.g., Juno?).  Parks and Rec 
haven’t done much to manage their lands. 

• DB:  The long-term prospects for suburban scrub-jay populations are grim, but 
some individual birds can hang on for years.  In Brevard, they translocate jays 
from the same genetic unit, and they only move them to habitat in optimal 
condition.  They think programmatically rather than treating each translocation as 
a single experiment.  Brevard Zoo can do the hacking of translocated jays.  They 
have experience keeping birds calm.  It can take a long time to get permits for a 
tranlocation; it’s a major bureaucratic hurdle. 

• AC:  Is there published information on the grid system that DB presented? 
• DB:  Yes, publications are available, and DB can help w/ training.  One GIS 

person can set up the system, and the DOQs (satellite photos) are available 
annually. 

• TA:  Relocation requires an incidental take permit.  You need a large number of 
birds for a translocation to be successful, and birds must be released in optimal 
habitat.  You need an adequate source population. 



• GB:  Greg Kaufman and others have documented dispersal of up to 9 miles or 
more.  Acquiring continuous patches of habitat is important. 

• CP:  There was zero habitat in Homeland. 
• GB:  What obstacles prevent successful dispersal? 
• BP:  Encourages people to follow up on jay sightings even if no scrub exists there.  

Reporting of scrub-jay locations to FWS provides the impetus necessary to get 
counties to manage land. 

 
DATE FOR NEXT MEETING 

• Thursday, 5 February 2009 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

• MT:  State Wildlife Grants are due 3 November 2008.  They require a 50:50 non-
federal match.  For more information, visit 
MyFWC.com/wildlifelegacy/ApplyForGrant.html. 

 
TOPICS FOR NEXT MEETING 

• GB:  Habitat Conservation Plans – could TA present success stories and 
opportunities? 

• ???:  Could we talk about translocations and the state of suburban jays? 
• PH:  Reed’s on-line database. 
• AC:  Could Greg or Pam present on Martin County jays? 
 

OTHER DISCUSSION 
• TT:  Have we had Division of Forestry folks attending meetings? 
• CM:  Jonathan Dickinson State Park has the largest population of scrub-jays in 

the southeast and the most potential habitat. The number of groups stayed the 
same in the area surveyed last year, but Jay Watch volunteers covered more area, 
still all in the southern part of JDSP. Volunteers detected 14 groups with 32 adults 
and 9 juveniles.  Productivity was low there this year. 

• RB:  In response to the plight of Palm Beach Birds:  We don’t really know the 
minimum number of jays necessary for a population to rebound.  It’s a difficult 
question to answer.  The local Palm Beach County jays may be in serious trouble, 
but it’s best to view these issues on a regional scale. 

• DB:  Individual jays can hang on for a long time.  One sees jays moving from the 
suburbs to natural areas but rarely the other way around.  The grid system can 
help one look at the regional context in a systematic fashion. 

• RB:  The grid system could let you know how many groups could potentially be 
supported. 

• AC:  Would like to work with the county to grid it out. 
 


